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Be consistent
To be successful on Instagram, you have to be consistent for 
your audience. If it’s posting every other day or every day, your 
audience knows what to expect from you. 

Not to mention, you’ll reach more people (aka grow your 
following) the more you post. Don’t get too hard on yourself if you 
skip a few days; it’s normal to need breaks every once in a while. 

That Dood Squad shown to the right (if you aren't following yet 
you need to) takes advantages of holidays. No matter what, they 
always post a high quality, visually engaging photo each holiday
—which their audience resonates with.
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Cohesive feed
Having a cohesive feed is essential to 
looking professional and getting people to 
take action (wanting to follow you). Whether 
it has similar colors that flow together or 
posting a foodie pic in between a people pic, 
it’s crucial to make sure your grid is 
aesthetically pleasing.  

Don’t make it too hard on yourself, there are 
apps like Preview and UNUM that can help 
with this! You can load in your next post to 
see how it will look with your feed! Highly 
recommend to keep a pretty grid! 

It may even be beneficial to have a content 
strategy to make sure you are posting in a 
way that will look visually appealing. (i.e., 
flatlay photo every 1st day, lifestyle photo 
every 2nd day, quote every 3rd day, and 
foodie photo every 4th day.)
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Use hashtags properly / switch them up

Now that Instagram has an algorithm (that changes every day) we 
need to make sure we don’t use the same hashtags every day. 
Instagram’s bot will see this as spam and could prevent you from 
showing up in hashtag queries at all! 

Make sure you are using a different set of hashtags as often as you 
can. It’s essential to use a good mix of hashtags that are relevant 
to your post. If you comment #flowersofinstagram on a photo of 
your dinner, people will start seeing pictures they aren’t looking for 
when they are searching within a hashtag. If someone sees this, 
they may call you out, so make sure everything is relevant.
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Use location tags / tag accounts
You will increase the number of eyes that see your content when 
you make sure you always include a location tag. People use 
locations on Instagram to find all kinds of content like 
restaurants, travel spots, and what’s going on locally.  

You can also tag inspiration accounts in your photos as this 
increases the chances of these inspiration accounts reposting 
your photo which would expand your reach even more.
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First hour rule
The way the algorithm works, as of 2019, Instagram marks your post as 
something that others will want to see within the first hour your post is live. 
This algorithm change is why it is crucial to engage with your community as 
much as you can in the first hour. If possible, reserve an hour after each post 
to truly engage. Respond to every comment someone leaves and respond 
authentically. People will remember that and gives them more incentive to 
want to comment on your posts in the future. Using names are helpful as it 
shows you are paying attention to them and people love to hear their name, 
it’s backed by science!  

You want to grow an engaged community because Instagram favors 
content that has high engagement and will show your content to more 
people. 

Return the favor. You can also engage by going to the person’s profile who 
commented and engaging with their content authentically. Returning the 
favor helps to grow your tribe on Instagram.
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Engage with your community
Adding on to the previous slide, I just wanted to iterate how 
important it is to engage with your community. If your audience 
tags you in their stories, add that post to your story! Repeatedly 
go back to your posts and keep replying to your comments as 
much as you can. If you have 20 comments from people and 
you reply to all of them—now you have 40! Which makes a big 
difference. The more comments, the better! 
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Encourage your community to get involved

Creating branded hashtags is a great way to get people involved. 
This creates more of a sense of community as you can interact 
with these posts and add them to your story when people start to 
get involved! If you sell a product or travel a lot, you could create 
hashtags around your product or where you're traveling.  

To the right, you can see #tezzapresets. Tezza is a fashion 
influencer who creates Lightroom Presets that mimic her exact 
edits she uses on her own photos for Instagram. You can see she 
creates a whole world around her preset hashtags as other people 
will use her hashtag when they edit their photo with her preset.  

Getting your community involved helps spread the word about your 
brand and helps you reach more people to grow your account.
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Take advantage of stories
Stories are a great way to share “unfiltered” content. It helps your 
audience see you are real and genuine. A lot of people like to 
share behind the scenes content, talk about more personal things, 
get advice, or ask for peoples opinions on a new product or idea. 

Make sure you take advantage of the sticker functions you have 
within your stories like asking people questions and doing polls. 
People would rather interact with your stories and give their input 
on specific topics opposed to just sitting back and watching.
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Reposting rules
If someone takes an awesome photo of your product and tags 
your account, that’s awesome! It’s important to make sure you 
DM the account and ask permission to post the photo first. 
Some people don’t give away usage rights to their photos for 
free, so it’s important to get consent. However, Instagram is a 
very social platform, and people will more than likely be happy 
to have you repost them! 

Don’t forget to give proper credit for the photo in the caption, so 
people know where the photo came from.
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Thank You!


